
 

 

OP ERA TIO N V IK ING RA I D  

SITUATION 

ENEMY FORCES  
The enemy have concentrated troops to the coast to take control over the civil unrest. Due to bad 

weather in the area our SIGINT have very little information on enemy troop movements the last 

weeks but our HUMINT resources indicates that the enemy have stationed several SAM sites along 

the coast. HUMINT reports that even if a civil war is closing in the government still has a strong 

support from the population 

 

FRIENDLY FORCES  
The enemy air defenses must be destroyed to secure air superiority when the invasion starts. Intel is 

also needed, mainly enemy strength, troop movements, equipment and readiness levels. Local 

resistance forces are limited in strength but have a high motivation. When you take contact with 

them they will guide you to your target. Support during the mission is Swedish navy's corvette HMS 

Visby which has moved in close to the coast. The vessel will be your Base Of Operation. 

MISSION 

MISSION  
Your mission is to infiltrate Chernarus and make contact with the local resistance; they will give you 

information of the enemy’s air defense sites. You will proceed with destroying these sites to give our 

planes a safe corridor in to Chernarus airspace. During the mission you will recon the enemy's 

positions to fill the Intel gap from the bad weather situation. 

EXECUTION 

COMMANDERS INTENT 
This will be a hit'n run operation. Infiltrate the AO, make contact with local resistance, take out the 

air defenses, exfiltrate back to supporting vessel. 

CONCEPT OF OPERATION  

This is a low profile operation, avoid enemy contact if possible. CO have mandate to decide if force 

must be used to safely take the objective 

 

TASKS 

1. Infiltrate AO using Strb 90. 

2. Meet with local resistance. 

3. Destroy airdefences. 

4. Recon enemy, bring back all Intel you find. 

5. Exfiltrate back to the base of operation. Gentlemen, God luck! 



 

 

ADMINISTRATION  & LOGISTICS 

 

ADMINISTRATION  

You will be operating in hostile area. No CASEVAC is possible during the mission. 

 

LOGISTICS 

Squad codename: Viking One  

Comms equipment: Radio 180 

Insertion and extraction by Strb 90 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

Area of operations 


